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A summary of software specifications, generalized flowcharts, sample
outputs, functional mode descriptions, and data base definition for computer-
ization of an existing documentation control and filing system called
Mail Log. Minimum requirements for this program consist of a 16 bit computer
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During the researchdevelopmentand operationalphases of the Scout
Project, large quantitiesof documentationare generatedto describe •
analyticalstudies, and correspondencefrom mission definitionthrough
postflightanalysis. These documentstake the form of engineeringreports,
drawings,analyses,procedures,specifications,test results,and contractual
reports.
Retrievalof these documentsis based upon a Project Office assigned
code numberwhich denotesa file cabinetand approximatelocationwithin that
cabinet. Therefore,knowledgeof the filing system code number is necessary
for retrieval.
The ScoutProjectAutomaticDataSystem,SPADS,wasdevelopedas a single
entrymultiplecross-referencefilingsystem. It was implementedto improvethe
overallmanagementefficiencyby:




c) answeringinquiriesfrom NASA Headquartersand outsideagencies
for informationon a Scout vehicle
d) helpingalleviatea rapidlygrowing storageproblem.
The MAIL LOG portionof thisautomatedata systemsatisfiestheabove
criteria.This program,with itsmultiplecross-referenceapability,operates




This document providesthe summaryand specificationsto obtain
the softwarepackage,MAIL LOG, developedfor the Scout ProjectAutomatic
Data System, SPADS. The program is written in FORTRANfor the PRIME
300 computer system located in Building I192-E at NASA, Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia. Further details of the Scout Project's computer
configuration is given in Section 4.0.
The MAIL LOG programhas four modes of operationas shown in Figure I.I:
l) INPUT - puttingnew records into the data base
2) REVISE - changingor modifying existingrecords in the
data base
3) SEARCH - findingspecialrecords existingin the
data base
4) ARCHIVE- store or put away existingrecordsin the
data base.
The output includesspecialprintoutsof recordsin the data base and results
from the INPUT and SEARCH modes.
Documentation of the MAIL LOG program consists of two other.manuals:
I) Users Manual - 'MAIL LOGPROGRAMOPERATINGINSTRUCTIONS'; CR
2) Programmers Manual - 'MAIL LOGPROGRAMTHEORY'; CR
The MAIL LOGdata base consists of three main subfiles (as shown in
Figure 1.2):
l) Incomingand OutgoingMail Correspondence
2) Design InformationReleases (DIR)and Reports



















Terms, acronyms, and abbreviations used within these documents
are defined in GLOSSARYOF TERMS,Appendix A.
2.2 FLOWCHARTCONVENTIONS
Flowcharting conventions for this manual consist of the following:





(b) Logic always flows from top to bottom and from left to right
on all pages.




(d) A figurenumberis utilizedas the symbolidentificationfor
all subroutineswithinthe setof flowcharts.
. (e) The abbreviationEXT. is utilizedas the symbol identification




(f) Cross referencingconnectorsare accomplishedat the outconnectors
only. The page number to the upper right of the outconnector
representsthe page number of the flowchartwhere the associated
inconnectoris located.
2 i (page 2)0"• connectorlabel #3
(g) Convergingor branchingconnectorswill be designatedby a
number. Continuationof in-lineinstructionswill be designated
with a letter.
(h) All decisionswill branchwith the YES path to the right and
the NO path down. Decisioncommentswill be stated to the
positivequestion;this is done even though the corresponding
code is written to the negative.
(i) Multipledecisionsbranchingin sequencewill be symbolized
as one decision block commentedSWITCH.
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3.0 DATABASE
The Mail Log DataBase is dividedintothreesections:Correspondence;
DesignInformationReleasesand otherEngineringReports;and information
pertainingto EngineeringDrawingsused in theScoutProject.
3.1 CORRESPONDENCEDATA
The Mail Correspondence portion of the MAIL LOGdata base is








There also exists a working stores file used for storage of special s
action due date items. This file provides fast and efficient access to data
during the ACTIONDUEDATESEARCH,see Section 5.3.1, which is otherwise
scattered throughout the six data subfiles listed above.
3.2 DESIGNINFORMATIONRELEASEANDREPORTSDATA
The Design Information portion of the MAIL LOGdata base consists
of Design Information Releases (DIR's) and Reports.
3.3 DRAWINGSAND ENGINEERINGORDERSDATA
The Drawing portion of the Mail Log data base is further subdivided





The DRAWINGsubfilecontainsall sheetone (I)informationpertaining
to a specificdrawing. If the drawinghasmore thanone sheet,additional
informationpertainingto eachfollowingsheetis containedin theSHEETsubfile.
Therefore,the DRAWINGand SHEETsubfilestogetherformall drawingdata
containedwithinthe database. The E.O.subfilecontainspertinentinforma-
tionrelatedto all EngineeringOrders.
4.0 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTSANDSPECIFICATIONS
The purpose of this section is to provide a summary of program
requirements, description of system specifications, and data base experience
collected during operational use.
4.1 PROGRAMREQUIREMENTS
The Scout Office, SPO, is typical of many business offices in
which correspondence, reports, and other documentation flow continuously
between suppliers, customers, and government agencies. These documents
must be filed such that they may be easily accessible for future reference.
Many filing techniques are available, both manual and automated. The
perferability of each is dependent upon a function of the number of documents
and the amount of storage space available. To assist in the dissemination
of information, most offices maintain an abbreviated list of documents as they
flow through the file room. In the SPOthis list is a chronological table,
mail log, specifying the author, addressee, subject, date, and file code for
each document.
The first requirement of the software package, MAIL LOG, described
herein is to computerize the existing mail log process without increasing the
workload of the current file room personnel. The second requirement is to
decrease the time required to retrieve information from a central file.
Thirdly, to establish a standard data base which is independent of personnel
turnover by integrating mini-computer technology with generalized office
operation. The fourth requirement of the program is to facilitate ease in
software modification and management by using modular construction. This
flexibility would allow changes in input and output formats to occur without
affecting the data management and storage sections of the program. In
addition, names and organization of input data is to be carefully selected
for consistency with general office terminology to permit application to
offices other than SPO.
The MAIL LOGprogram is required to generate a variety of sorted
lists for incoming and outgoing mail, along with corresponding action due
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reports. This process is to be accomplishedwithoutmanual operator sorting,
thus reducingthe number of times a documentis handled. All requirementsare
directedto satisfy the primary goal of improvingoverall efficiencywithin
normal office operations.
4.2 SYSTEMSPECIFICATIONS
The software package is written in FORTRANIV for execution on
a PRIME300 mini-computer. This 16 bit computer has a 64 K word virtual
memory and a 256 K work physical memory. Perpherials of the SPOsystem
include a single 60 megabyte moving head disk for data storage, a high
speed line printer, anda 9 track tape deck for daily back-up and physical
archiving of data files. To complete this computer configuration, three CRT
terminals are available for user interaction on a time-sharing basis. The
MAIL LOGprogram could function on a similar configuration with a minimum
of 64K dedicated memory and a single terminal.
4.3 DATABASEEXPERIENCE
Records are kept on the growth rate of all subfiles to assist in
defining future hardware and data base management requirements. The following
results were found based upon the first nine (9) months of operational user
interaction:
a) Correspondence subfiles: These subfiles contain the steadiest
growth rate with an average of 18 documents per day. Fluctuations
from I0 to 70 documents per day have been noted.
b) Design Information Release and Report subfiles: These subfiles
underwent an early growth rate of 20 records per day due to entry
of all past reports on file. However, with a total of approxi-
mately 5500 records now on disk storage, the rate of entry is
less than one per day.
c) Drawings and Engineering Orders: These subfiles now contain
approximately 6500 records and virtually no growth. All records
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are entered once every four to sixmonths from magnetic tape
sent from an outside source.
Relative to a dedicated 60 megabyte disk and linear extrapolation
of the current growth rate, full storage capacity of the disk would be reached
in approximately four (4) years. This time period takes into account both system
and program overhead, and no physical archiving. However, in the case of the
SPO, this time period is cut approximately in half due to other SPADSprograms
and their associated file growths.
To facilitate a short term solution to this growth rate, the MAIL
LOG program provides a means by which to archive outdated and other unused
data files. This process consists of building a temporary archive file on
disk which is copied to magnetic tape. The disk data file is then deleted
to permit new data entries. A long range solution to the growth rate problem
described above would be replacing the present disk with a larger (300 megabyte)
disk, or expand to a multiple disk configuration.
Records are also kept on the search time as a function of subfile
size. Through the first six (6) months of user operation, the Mail Log was
delivering a record within the acceptable time frame of fifteen (15) seconds.
However, as each subfile began to exceed the 2500 record range, the subfile
search time increased significantly. The time frame now fluctuates between
twelve seconds and two minutes. Typical time for all searches in all combinations
is approximately one minute, thirteen seconds. Variations on retrieval time
occur because of several factors: number of users on line, type of search
being performed, number of subfiles open for search, system or execution,




The purposeof this section is to providea functionaldescription
and specialterminalinteractionthe user must performin order to use the
four modes of operation: INPUT; REVISE;SEARCH;and ARCHIVE. Outputs
resultingfrom these modes will be discussedin Section 7.0,
5.1 INPUT MODE
The user must have clearanceto executewithin the INPUT MODE;
otherwise,an invaliduser message will be displayedat the terminalas
follows:
SORRY,YOU ARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USE THISMODE. IF IT IS
NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORAT EXT.2621.
5.1.1 CORRESPONDENCE
The Correspondencedata record for each documentconsistsof up
to sixteendata items as shown in Figure 5.1.1.1. Followingeach completedocument
entry, all items are displayedon the terminalto be checkedfor errors at
this time. After a documentrecord has been declaredcorrect, the specific
subfilemust be designatedin which this document is to be stored. If all
documentscan not be enteredin one input session,the user has a WAIT option
which allows the daily input to be continuedat a later time. This
continuationis declaredupon re-enteringthe INPUT mode. If the WAIT option
is taken by mistakeand there are no other documentsto be entered,recovery
is accomplishedby declaringthis is NOT a continuationupon re-entry into
the INPUTmode. When this has been done the user now has three (3) options
from which to choose:
a) Start a New Entry (NEW)
b) Spool Last Output Again (LAST)
c) Spool New Data Entered (DATA)
Option (c) DATA will spool to the high speed printera sortedoutput of all
documentsenteredfor that daily input session.
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When a daily input sessionis complete,this output is normally
spooledto the printer in two formats: a completerecord output and a brief
or partialrecord output. If a computeror printermalfunctionoccurs during
this output,anothercopy may be obtainedby re-enteringthe INPUT MODE as
previouslydescribedand selectingoption (b) LAST. For a sampleof the
complete and brief outputs see Section7.1.1. FlowchartFigure 6.2.1 depicts
the INPUT MODE of the Correspondencesubfile.
5.1.2 DESIGN INFORMATIONRELEASE/REPORT
The DIR/REPORTdata record for each documentconsists of up to nine data
items. See Figure 5.1.2.1. The first item entered is the DIR/REPORTNumber.
The file is then checked for a previousentry containingthis number. If
the number is found, the user has the option to enter the REVISE MODE.
Normally,changesare requiredonly to two data items: (8) Revisionand
(9) RevisionDate. Followingeach completeddocument entry, all items are
displayedon the terminal. FlowchartFigure 6.2.2 depicts the INPUT MODE of
the DIR/REPORTsubfile.
5.1.3 DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER
The DRAWINGsubfiledata record consistsof eleven data items.
If the drawingcontainsmore than one sheet, an additionalsheet record
consistingof five data items is kept for each sheet in the SHEET subfile.
See Figure 5.1.3.1. The ENGINEERINGORDER subfiledata recordconsists of
six data items. See Figure 5.1.3.2. The main body of data for these two
subfilesare sent from Dallas rather than manually input. Unfortunately,
vehicle system and sectionand engineeringorder titles are not available
in the originalDallas Data Base. However,these fieldsmay be entered
in manually input drawingsand E.O.'s.
The Inputmode has two optionaloperations:
(1) E.O. - input of new engineeringorders
(2) Drawingsand E.O.'s - input of new drawings along with their
referencedE.O.'s.
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During option number 2, entry of referenced E.O.'s, option number 1
is automatically performed if the E.O.'s are new to the data base.
Entry of new engineering orders may result in one of three
terminal messages if the drawing sheet already has three, four, or more E.O.'s
referenced. See section 7.3.1 for more information concerning this output.•
Flowchart Figure 6.2.3 depicts the INPUT MODEof the DRAWING/E.O.subfile.
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5.2 REVISEMODE
The user must have clearanceto executewithin the REVISEmode;
otherwise,an invaliduser message will be displayedat the terminalas
follows:
SORRY,YOU ARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USE THISMODE.
IF IT IS NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATOR
AT EXT.2621.
This restriction is deemed necessary because the REVISEmode allows a user
to revise any part or all of the document items. In addition, the user also
has the capability of deleting the entire document record from its specific
data base subfile.
5.2.1 CORRESPONDENCE
To revise or delete a document, the input data and daily counter
code is needed as the unique identifier for its location. Additional time
can be saved if the user also knows in which of the six (6) correspondence
data subfiles the document is stored. When the desired document record is
found, it will be displayed on the terminal for verification. If not the
correct record, search for the document will continue. After the revision
has been made the document record is again displayed on the terminal for user
reassurance that the revision has been made.
The REVISE MODEalso can give the user manual revise or delete
capability for documents in the Action Due file. Flowchart Figure 6.3.1
depicts the REVISE MODEof the Correspondence subfile.
5.2.2 DESIGNINFORMATIONRELEASE/REPORT
The only information needed in order to revise or delete a DIR or
Report is the DIR or REPORTNumber. Note that the REVISE MODEmay be entered
in two ways: a direct REVISE commandor thru an INPUT MODEoption. If a DIR
or Report is entered and found already to be in the file, the user may change






(I) MAIL STATUS 2 characters
(2) AUTHOR/SOURCE 28 characters
(3) DOCUMENTDATE 6 characters - MMDDYY
(4) TO/ADDRESSEE 32 characters
(5) DOCUMENTLETTERNUMBER 18 characters
(6) SUBJECT I0 characters/words - 7 words
(7) ROUTINE 3 characters - 6 entries
(8) INPUT DATE 6 characters - f,_DDYY
(9) DAILY COUNTER 4 characters
(I0) WANUMBER/IDCODE 8 characters
(II) CONTRACTNUMBER 20 characters
(12) ACTIONDUE DATE 6 characters - MMDDYY
(13) REFERENCEDOCUMENTS 18 characters - 6 entries
(14) FILE SYSTEMCODE I0 characters - 2 entries
(15) RESPONSIBLEENGINEER 4 characters









(I) TITLE I0 characters/words - 7 words
(2) DIR/REPORTNUMBER 14 characters
(3) DATE 6 characters - MMDDYY
(4) SYSTEM 4 characters - 3 entries
(5) VEHICLE 4 characters - 2 entries
(6) W.A. NUMBER/IDCODE 8 characters
(7) * CONTRACTNUMBER 20 characters
(8) REVISION 2 characters







NO DATA ITEM ITEM FORFCAT
(I) TITLE I0 characters/word - 7 words
(2) DRAWINGNUMBER 14 characters
* VENDORCODE 3 characters
(3) DATE 6 characters - MMDDYY
(4) ** SYSTEM 4 characters - 3 entries
(5) VEHICLE 4 characters - 2 entries
(6) ** SECTION 12 characters
(7) NUMBEROF SHEETS 2 characters
(8) SHEETNUMBER 2 characters
(8) SHEETREVISION 2 characters
(9) NUMBEROF E.O.'s 2 characters
(9) E.O.'s REFERENCED 8 characters - I0 entries
SHEETSUBFILE
DRAWINGNUMBER 14 characters
SHEETNUMBER 2 characters - 2 entries
REVISION 2 characters
NUMBEROF E.O.'s 2 characters
E.O.'s REFERENCED 8 characters - I0 entries
* CONTAINEDWITHIN DRAWINGNUMBER






(I) * E.O. TITLE I0 characters/word - 7 words
(2) E.O. NUMBER 8 characters
(3) E.O. REVISION 2 characters
(4) E.O. DATE 6 characters - MMDDYY
(5) E.O. REVISION DATE 6 characters - MMDDYY




Otherwise,when the desireddocumentrecord is found, it will
be displayedon the terminalfor verification. If it is not the correct
record,search for the documentwill continue. After the revision has been made,
the document record is again displayedon the terminalfor user reassurance
that the revision has been made. FlowchartFigure 6.3.2 depictsthe REVISE MODE
of the DIR/REPORTsubfile.
5.2.3 DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER
The only informationnecessaryin order to revise or delete a drawing
or engineeringorder is the drawingnumber or E.O. number. When the desired
record is found, it will be displayedon the terminalfor verification. If
it is not the correct record,search for the desired recordwill continue. After
the revision has been made the entire record is again displayedon the terminal
for user reassurancethat the revisionhas been made.
The REVISE MODE may change the revisionof a sheet. During this
modification,all engineeringorders referencedby that drawingsheet are
automaticallydeleted. The REVISEMODE may also be used as an Input operation
by adding a new sheet(s)to any existingdrawing.




The SEARCH MODE is designedto find data records sharingsome
common characteristicof specificdata item entry. For example,a search
within the Mail Correspondencesubfilemay find all memo's and letters
authored by R.J. Keyntonduring the months of Novemberand December.
Ifmore than 24 linesof datainformationare foundduringa .
search,it willbe observedthatdatawill disappearfrom the topof the
screen. The usermay temporarilystopterminaldisplayby depressingthe
spacebar. To restartthe terminaldisplaythe 'Q'key is depressed.
In case the userterminaldoes not possessa backscrollingcapability
and the displayis not haltedin time,the usermay obtaina hardcopyof
data informationfoundat the end of the interactiveSessionin SEARCHMODE.
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5.3.1 CORRESPONDENCE
Of the sixteen (16) possibledata items w_thin a documentrecord,
eleven (ll) are searchable. The resultingoutputsfrom these searchesvary
from five (5) to eight (8) data items. See Figure 5.3.1.I. All searches'except
for the Action Due Date search have a multiple subfileselectioncapability
in which any single or-combinationof the six subfilesmay be used. The
Action Due Date search automaticallysearches all six subfiles. There is a
specializedALL searchwhich outputsall documentsin a specifiedsubfile or
combinationof subfiles. However, it is not recommendedthat the general
user call for the searchALL option.
The searchesmay also be assignedfor a particulartime frame. If
no time frame is selected,the first valid date becomesthe earliestdate in
the data base and the last valid date defaults to 12-31-99. Of course,the Action
Due Date, Documentdate, and Input Date searchesdo not use the time framing
capability. However,the Documentand Input Date searchescan retrieveentire
month'sor an entireyear's worth of data by entering 00. For example,entering
I10078would result in findingall the documentswithin the data base in the
eleventhmonth, November,for the year 1978. Likewise,an entry of 000078would




Of the nine (9) possibledata items within a DIR/REPORTrecord,
all but one, REVISION,are searchable. It shouldalso be noted that the
RevisionDateis searchedduring a Date search. This allows the Date
search to check only the most recent date associatedwith a document.
See Figure5.3.2.1. The Date search has the capabilityof retrievingan entire
month's or year's worth of data by enteringO0 for the day or month. For
example,entering II0078would result in findingall the documentswithin
the data base in the eleventhmonth, November,for the year 1978. Likewise,
an entry of 000078 would retrieveall documentsfor the year 1978.
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There is a specializedALL search which outputsall documentsin
the DIR/REPORTsubfile. This ALL search has an optional outputalong with
the normal output consistingof the entire nine item record. This optional
output only displaysthe numberof documentsfound on the terminaland
automaticallyspools to the high speed printerthe DIR number and Revision.
The Vehicle searchalso has a specialquality. A group of vehicles
may be found by using the first and last valid vehicleoptions. For example,
if a user declares the first valid vehicleas 198 and is searchingfor vehicle
number 200, not only would all documentscontainingvehicle 200 be found, but
also those with numbers198S, 199S, and 200S; where S representsall subsequent
vehicles. Defaultfor the first valid vehicle number is zero (0) whereas, the
last valid vehicle number becomes999.
FlowchartFigure 6.4.2 depicts the SEARCH MODE of the DIR/REPORT
subfile.
5.3.3 DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER
Of the eleven (ll)data items within the Drawingsubfile,nine
(9) are searchable. The resultingoutputsfrom these searchesalways
consistsof six (6) data items. See Figure 5.3.3.1. The EngineeringOrder
subfileconsists of six (6) item records,of which only two are searchable.
The resultingoutputs from these two searchesconsistsof up to all six (6)
data items. It should be noted that Revision Date is output in place of the
E.O. Date when an E.O. has a revision. This allows only the most recent
date to be displayed. See Figure 5.3.3.2.
Due to the data base sourcefor drawings coming from Dallas and
manual input, three searches have limitedcapability: System,Section,
and Date. The System and Section searchesare only usable for those drawings
which are manually input. However, some Dallas drawingdata will containthis
informationwithin the title. Therefore,a title search can be used if
either the system or section searchesare found unsuccessful. The Date
search is also limitedin that all Dallas drawingdata will have the same date.
This date representsthe latest informationupdate receivedfrom Dallas.
Nevertheless,the Date search has the capabilityof retrievingan entire
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month'sor year's worth of data by enteringO0 for the day or month. For
example,enteringII0078 would result in findingall drawingswithin
the data base in the eleventhmonth. November,for the year 1978. Likewise
an entry of 000078 would retrieveall documentsfor the year 1978.
There are two specialized searches: Revision Action Due and Print
All. Revision Action Due search finds all drawings containing sheets which
reference five or more engineering orders. The Print All search has two
options: (I) Output all drawings and their referenced E.O.'s or (2) Output
all engineering orders in the data base.
The Vehicle search also has some special qualities. First, the user
may search for all drawings related to a certain vehicle, or search for all
engineering orders related to a certain vehicle. Secondly, a group of vehicles
may be found by using the first and last valid vehicle options. For example,
if a user declares the first valid vehicle as 198 and is searching for vehicle
number 200. Not only would all records containing vehicle 200 be found, but
also those with numbers 198S, 199S, and 200S; where S represents all subsequent
vehicles. Default for the first valid vehicle number is zero (0); whereas,
the last valid vehicle number becomes 999.
Another search also has the drawing and engineering order options.
This is the E.O. number search. The user may search the Engineering Order
subfile for a specific E.O. number or search the Drawing subfile for all
drawings referencing a specific E.O. number. For an outline of all search























• OUTPUTIN ALL SEARCHES
•* ONLYOUTPUTDURINGAN ACTIONDUESEARCH
• ** OUTPUTIN ALL BUTAN ACTIONDUEORALL SEARCH





PARAMETER SUBFILESELECTION TIME FRAME
MAILSTATUS ANY 6 A_IV
AUTHOR ANY 6 ANY
DOCUMENTDATE ANY 6 DAY/MONTH/YEAR
TO ANY 6 ANY
DOCUMENTLETTERNUMBER ANY 6 ANY
SUBJECT ANY 6 ANY
INPUTDATE ANY 6 DAY/MONTH/YEAR
W.A. NUMBER/IDCODE ANY 6 ANY
CONTRACTNUI_IBER ANY 6 ANY
ACTIONDUE ALL 6 NONE
RESPONSIBLENGINEER ANY 6 ANY











W.A. NUMBER/IDCODE * *













































DATE DALLASDATAALL ONE DATE
SYSTEM NOT APPLICABLEWITH DALLAS
SECTION NOT APPLICABLEWITH DALLAS
VEHICLE TWO OPTIONS:'E.O.'sOR DRAWINGS
VENDORCODE
TITLE **
REVISIONACTIONDUE FIVE (5)OR MOREE.O.'s
ALL TWO OPTIONS:E.O.'sOR DRAWINGS








The user must be validatedto execute in the ARCHIVE mode. If not
properlylogged in, an invaliduser message will be displayedon the terminal
as follows:
SORRY,YOU ARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USE THISMODE.
IF IT IS NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORAT EXT.2621.
When the documentor data record has been archived,the user is
automaticallyreturnedto the programmode selectionlevel as shown in
Section4.2 (ProgramEntry).
5.4.1 CORRESPONDENCE
To archivea document not only is the input date and daily countercode
needed,but also the specificdata subfilein which it is located. After
these requirementshave been satisfied,a pause of 15 to 50 secondsoccurs
for the system to update all files involved.
All archiveddocument recordsare placed in a file called INACTS,
except for those recordsstored in the TRANSMITTALdata subfile. These
recordsare archived to a file called INACTL,becauseof their extra data
item, DESCRIPTION. FlowchartFigure 6.5.1 depicts the ARCHIVEMODE of the
Correspondencesubfile.
5.4.2 DESIGN INFORMATIONRELEASE/REPORT
The necessaryinformationneeded in order to archivea DIR or
Report is the DIR number. The user may also designatehow many documents
to be archivedat one session. The file in which all archivedrecordsare




The only informationeededin orderto archivea drawingis the
Drawingnumber. The usermay designatehowmany drawingsare to be archived
at one session. Actualdrawingdataarchivedis placedin a filecalledINACTD.
If the drawingcontainsmore thanone sheet,theSHEETsubfileis automatically
updated. Sheetdrawingdata is storedin a filecalledINACTS.
Engineeringorder data recordsare automaticallyarchived. E.O.'s
unreferrencedby any drawingsare placed in a filecalled INACTE. Flowchart
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the INPUTMODE of operationfor theMAIL LOG program.
Figure 6.2.1 representsthe general flow diagramfor the MAIL
CORRESPONDENCEsubfile.
Figure6.2.2representsthe generalflowdiagramfor the DESIGN
INFORMATIONRELEASE/REPORTsubfile.
Figure 6'2.3 representsthe generalflow diagramfor the
DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER subfile.
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6.3 REVISEMODE
Figuresin this sectiondepict a generalizedlogic flow during the
REVISE MODE of operationfor the MAIL LOG program.
Figure6.3.1representsthegeneralflowdiagramfor the MAIL
CORRESPONDENCEsubfile.
Figure6.3.2representsthe generalflow diagramfor the DESIGN
INFORMATIONRELEASE/REPORTsubfile.
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•6.4 SEARCH MODE
Figures in this section depict a generalized logic flow during the
SEARCHMODEof operation for the MAIL LOGprogram.
Figure6.4.1representsthe generalflowdiagramfor the MAIL
CORRESPONDENCEsubfile.
Figure 6.4.2 represents the general flow diagram for the DESIGN
INFORMATIONRELEASE/REPORTsubfile.
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6.5 ARCHIVEMODE
Figuresin thissectiondepicta generalizedlogicflow duringthe
ARCHIVEMODEof operationfor the MAILLOG program.




Figure 6.5.3 representsthe generalflow diagramfor the
DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER subfile.
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7.0 MAIL LOG OUTPUTS
Outputs producedduring operationin the MAIL LOG programcan be
placed into two categories: Terminaland Printer. Terminal and printer
outputsmay consistof specialprinted listingsof data recordsfound during
the SEARCHmodes. Terminaloutputsmay also consistof importantstatus
messages to the user during the INPUT MODE. Other printeroutputs consistof
specialprintedlistingsof data records enteredduring the INPUT MODE.
Figures7.1.1.1thru 7.3.2.18 show all basic forms of MAIL LOG outputs.
7.1 CORRESPONDENCE- OUTPUTFORMATS
Outputsproducedwhileoperatingwithinthecorrespondencesubfile
may resultduringtwo modes: INPUTand SEARCH.
7.1.1 INPUTMODE FOR CORRESPONDENCE
Output resultingfrom the INPUT MODE is a special listingof new
documentrecords enteredduring the daily input session. The high speed
printeroutput documentsare stored accordingto mail status. This output
can be given in two optional forms:
(1) A completedatarecordlisting
See Figure7.1.1.1.




VOUGHTIDALLAS CORRESPONDENCE INPUT DATE 12- 6-78
SUBJECT DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYST'EN COOE
AUTHOR/SOURCE TO ROUTING TYPEILEITER NUMBER
ACTION DUE DATE _A NUMBER/IO CODE CONTRACT NUMBER
NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S)
REFERENCE DOCUMENT NUmBER(S)
DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTAL OR SPECIFICATION
1, AGENDA CCB MEETING 12/7/78 12- 6-78 /




2, REVIEW SAI DOCUMENTATION 12- 5-78 650,5 lI




3. TASK-R-105 SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION KITS ANTARES III 12- 5-7B 6821R - I
YOUNG_ H.G. OgENS_ A, A. CSL/SJAIJBTIDMFIAAO/ MFX
O- O- 0 3526 NAS1-1510D
CSL
NONE
'4, REOUEST CHANGE PACKAGE APPROVAL 12- 5-78 409.1 /




5. APPROVAL MINUTES 55TH-SCOUT RELIABILITY REVIEW MEETING 12- 6-78 _07.1 I
EVERHART_ P° E, VC_ NAVPRO_ REMO_ WTR_ WFC PEE/AAOIJVCISJA/RPP/ S-q_65/PEE





.INCOMING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 6-7B
SUBJECT DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUTHORISOURCE TO ROUTING TYPEIL_TTER NUMBER
ACTION DUE DATE UA NUMBER/IO CODE CONTRACT NUMBER
NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S)
REFERENCE DOCUMENT NUMBER(S)
DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTAL OR S'PECIFICATION
1, SCOUTI_FC FIELD OPERATIONS DAILY ;ORK SCHEDULE 121617B 12- 6-78 405.1U I
OAWSON$ C, M, WINTERS_ C, g.; DUNCANt DEARING ALL/ I I " I I MFX




2_ VC/VAF.B.OPERATIONS DAILY WORK SCHEDULE 12/6/78 12- 6-78 q03,9 /
HALE_ C- F, _INTERSI C, g,I DEARING_ d, D, C_U/JDD/JBT/ / / MFX
m O- O- 0 3525FR NASI-15000
JDD
' NONE
5, VC/BFC DAILY STATUS VEHICLE S-202C 12- 6-78 131-202 /
DAWSON_ C. M, AILOR_ S. J, ALL/ / / / / MFX 820/FDC
O- _- 0 3525FR NASl-15DDO
JA
NONE
4. RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY ANNUAL REPORT 11- 7-7B _05.1 I




5. LIST JOB-ORDERS CLOSED EFFECT'IVE PAY-PERIOD ENDING 1212/78 12- 1-78 509.4,1 I






INCOMING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 6-78
SUBJECT DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUTHOR/SOURCE TO ROUTING TYPEILETTER NUMBER
ACTION DUE DATE WA NU¾BER/ID CODE CQNTRACT NUMBER
NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S)
REFERENCE DOCUMENT NUMBER(S)
DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTAL OR SPECIFICATION
6, NASI-I1859 REQUEST MODIFICATION ESTIMATED COST $10692 11-17-78 &52,8 /
OCHS_ F. I, THIOKOL CORP, SPO AAOIJVC/BEQ/ I / CA-FO-1312-14IOCCN
O- O- 0 NAS1-11859
AAO
NONE
7. CSD PROPOSAL 78-8078 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL ALGOL-_II ROCKET-MTS 11-30-78 652.& Io8 II •




-8. SCOUT PROJECT MANAGEMENT REPORT 11-50-78 576 /




9. AUTHORIZATION SHIPMENT REMOVAL BONDED STORES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 12- 1-78 51_.2ol I
YAMAMOTO_ A. REMO NAVPRO, SPO SJAIDCM/JDD/ / I 'MEMOO- O- 0 NAS1-15000SJA
NDNE
SHIPMENT BOLT CUTTERS SQUIBS
FIGURE7.1.1.1
CORRESPONDENCEINPUT COMPLETE OUTPUT
OUTGOING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 5-78
SUBJECT DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYST'EM COD_ ...
AUTHORISOURCE TO ROUTING TYPE/LETTER NUMBER
ACTION DUE DATE UA NUMBER/ID CODE CONTRACT NUMBER
NASA RE.SPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S)
REFERENCE DOCUMENT NUHBERIS)
DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTAL OR SPECIFICATION
1o DATA PRINTER RIBBONS MODIFICATION PR 8300.0833 12- 5-78 1].5.2 /









VOUGHT/DALLAS CORRESPONDENCE INPUT DATE 12- 6-78
SUB'J.ECT DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUTHORISOURCE TO' ROUTING TYPEILETTER NUMBER
1. AGENDA CCB MEETING 1217178 12- 6-7R I
BEAN_ d. QEARING, d.D. JDDI I I I I MFX D-!
2..REVIEU SAI DOCUMENTATION 12- 5-78 650.5 I
MACHALA_ C° F. GUTHRIE_ Do E. SJAIDFGIJVCI I I MFX D-_
3, TASK-R-lOS SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION KITS ANTARES III 12- 5-78 6921R l
YOUNG_ H.G. O_ENSt Ao A° CSLISJAIJBTIDMFIAAO1 MFX
I
_, REQUEST CHANGE PACKAGE APPROVAL 12- 5-78 _09.1 ./
= URASH_ Ro Go FOSTER_ L. R.; _INTERS_ C. _. CWUIJDDIRDS/ I I. 2-q_OOOI8T-203
5. APPROVAL MINUTES 55TH-SCOUT RELIABILITY REVIE_ MEETING 12- 6-78 q07,1 /
EVERHART_ P'. E. VC_ NAVPRO_ REMO, UTR_ _FC PEEIAAOIJVCISJAIRPPI S-4465/PEE
FfGURE7.1.I.2
CORRESPONDENCEINPUT BRIEF OUTPUT
.INCOMING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 6-78 '
SUBJECT DOCUt;ENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUTHORISOURCE TO ROUTING TYPF/LETTER NUMBER
I, SCOUTIWFC FIELD OPERATIONS DAIL'Y WORK SCHEDULE 1216178 12- 6-78 _05oI0 I
DAWSON_ C, M, WINTERS_ C. W.I DUNCAN_ BEARING ALL/ / / / / MFX
2, VCIVAFB OPERATIONS DAILY WORK SCHEDULE 1216178 12- 6-78 _03.9 I
HALE_ C, F, WINTERS_ C, W,I DEARING_ J. Do C_WIJDDIJBTI / I MFX
3, VCIWFC DAILY STATUS VEHICLE S-202C 12- 6-78 131-202 I
DAWSON_ C, Mo AILOR_ S. d, ALLI I I I I MFX 8201FDC
4o. RESEARCH& TECHNOLOGY ANNUAL REPORT 11- 7-78 _05.1 /
o KRIEGER_ R, L. UFC NASA-HDQTS,) SPO LRF/ /' / / / LETTERI
5. LIST JOB-ORDERS CLOSED EFFECTIVE PAY-PERIOD ENDING 1212178 12_ 1-78 b09.4,1
WILSON_ J,-H, SPO " -NHTIAY IDEFI I I MKMO
6_ NASI-11859 REGUEST MODIFICATION ESTIMATED COST $10692 11-17-78 652,8 I
OCHS_ F, I, THIOKOL CORPo SPO AAOIJVC/BEQ/ / / CA-FO-I312-1_10CCN
7, CSD PROPOSAL 78-8078 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL _LGOL-III ROCKET-MTS 11-30-78 &52.6_I,8 I
ROBERTS_ E, CSD SPO "AAOIJV_IBEQI I I ER271-78
8, SCOUT PROJECT MANAGEMENT REPORT 11-30-78 576 I
OVERMAN_ B° L, SPO ' ALL/ I I I I REPORT
9, AUTHORIZATION SHIPMENT REMOVAL BONDED STORES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 12- 1-78 51_.2,1 I
_AMAMOTO_ A, REMO NAVPRO_ SPO SJAIDCMIJDDI I / MEMO
* ' FIGURE7.1.I.2 'o
CORRESPONDENCEINPUT BRIEFOUTPUT
OUTGOING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 6-78
SUBJECT. DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUTHOR/SOURCE 10 ROUTING TYPE/LETTER NUMBER"
I- DATA PRINTER RIBBONS MODIFICATION PR 8300°0833 12- 5-78 115,2 I





Outputs resultingfromthe SEARCHMODEare a speclallistingof
documentrecordsfoundcontaininga desireddata item. Theseoutputsare
printedon the userterminaland on the highspeedprinter. All outputs
containa headerindicatingthe dataitembeingsearchedand a description
of the otherdata itemsto be displayed.
The PrintAll searchdisplaysdata itemscommonto all search
outputs: subject,document/letternumber,filesystemcode,inputdate,
and the dailycountercode. See Figures7.1.2.1and /.I.2.2.
The ActionDue searchdisplaystwo additionaldata itemsin its
outputs: responsiblengineerand actiondue date. See Figures7.1.2.23
and 7.1.2.24.
The remainingsearchoutputsdisplayone additionaldata item_the








TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
ESTABLISHM LAMINR FLOW-CONTR AIRFOIL EXF'ERIMENT OFFICE
ANNOUNCE _29-78 545.2 / 8-21-78 20
FEr_ERAL WAGE SYSTEM REVISED REGULAR WAGE-RATE SCHEBULE
ANNOUNCE 4_27-78 545._._ / 8-24-78 26
GATE TRAFFIC CHANGE
ANNOUNCE 30-78 545.2 / 8-25-78 18
NEW-POSTAL SERVICE MAIL-SIZE STANBARBS
ANNOUNCE €31-78 545._ / 9-. 1-78 19
F'EBESTRIANCS RIGHT OF-WAY MARKEB CROSSWALKS
ANNOUNCE 32-78 545.2 / 9- _-78 i0
CHANGE F'ERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT SF'ACE SYSTEMS nIVISION
ANNOUNCE €34-78 545.2 / 9-20-78 19
STATE CENTER ABBRESS
ANNOUNCE _33-78 545.2 / 9-20-78 22
NASA-WIBE F'ROGRAM STANI]ARBIZE F'AF'ERSIZE
ANNOUNCE €35-78 545.2 / 9-22-78 ii
ANNUAL HONOR AWARBS CEREMONY II/9/78
ANNOUNCE _3b-78 545o2 / 9-28-78 9
CHANGES PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS PROJECTS BIRECTORATE
ANNOUNCE _38-78 "545.2 / I0- 3-78 19
PLANS CLOSING CENTER FACILITIES BURING THANKSGIVING CHRISTMAS
ANNOUNCE _37-78 545.2 / I0- 3-78 20.
CHANGE F'ERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT OFFICE BIRECTOR
ANNOUNCE €40-78 545.2 / I0-31278 16
GATE TRAFFIC CHANGE-
ANNOUNCE _41-78 545.2 / Ii- 2-78 24
REPORTING FOREIGN GIFTS BECORATIONS INCLUDING TRAVEL NMII030.1B
ANNOUNCE 4_42-78 545.2 / II- 8-78 17
CHANGES ORGANIZATION PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS WITHI_ PROCUREMENT BIVISION





,.....,......, .... ..... .... ,..... .... .......,,., ........ ,...,..,....... ....... ...............,............,....................
PRINT ALL
SUOJrCI TYP£1LETUrR NUHBrR FILE SYSTEH CODE DATE-CODE
k_R44ttiQoette_tto_tie_t_eiBtQettRQRoQ_titt_t_te_Ij_tQ_ttiQQ_QQtitQItt_.QQ_oQttIiiititiooteiQeiQejiQQIQQt0QQQ0QQQttQQgQQQQQt
I,E_TAHLISHM LAHINR FLOU-CONTR AIRFOIL EXPERIMENT OFFICE ANNOUNCE 129-78 54_e2 / 62178 20
2,[ED[RAL WAGI. SYSTEH REVISED REGULAR WAGE-RATE SCHEDULE ANNOUNCE m27-TR _q5.2 I 82478 _
5,GATE TRAFFIC CHANGE ANNOUNCE 30-7B 54512 / 8_5T8 18
4.NLW-POSTAL SERVICE MAIL-SIZE STANDARDS ANNOUNCE 131-78 545.2 / • iT8 1•
5°PED[bTRIANCS RIGHT OF-MAY HARKED CROSSWALKS ANNOUNCE 32-78 545,2 I • _7_ tO
6,CHANGE PERSONNFL ASSIGNMENT SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION ANNOUNCE _34-78 5_5,2 I 92078 |•
I
Cr_ 7.STATE CENTER ADDRESS ANNOUNCE 133-78 545e2 I •2071 22
I
8.NASA-WIDE PROGRAM STANDARDIZE PAPER SIZE ANNOUNCE ¢35-78 545.2 I •22T_ 11
9,ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY.1119/78 ANNOUNCE _3G-7B 545e2 I •287| •
IO,CHANGES PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS PROJECTS DIRECTORATE ANNOUNCE _38-T8 5qSQ2 I 10 3T8 1•
11.PLANS CLOSING CENTER FACILITIES DURING THANKSGIVING CHRISTHAS ANNOUNCE 13T-TO 545,2 I 1| 3T| ||
12.CHANGE PERSONNEL ASSIGNHENT OFFICE DIRECTOR ANNOUNCE S40-78 545,2 I 1|_17| 1_
13,GATE TRAFFIC CHANGE ANNOUNCE 141-78 545e2 I 1| |71 II
14.REPORTING FOREIGN GIFTS DECORATIONS INCLUDING TRAWL NMIIO30,1B ANNOUNCE 142-78 545.2 I 2| ITI _T





NASA RESF'ONSIBLE ENGINEER: RJK
SUBJECT
TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INF'UT BATE-COBE
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
F'REF'ARE OPERATING INSTRUCTIO PROGRAMMER MANUAL "ANALYSIS II
8300.0805 115.2 / 8- 3-78 31
i NONE
MAINTENANCE SER_ICE COMPUTER EQUIF'MENT ONE-YEAR CONTRACT
S30C,.OBI _w i15._, / 9-18-78 52
N0N E
TERMINAL RIBBONS SF'ABS F'RINTER
8300.081& 115.2 / 9-18-78 53
_'?HE
_4 T_F, _E READER FRII. il_ ].02610
_'tJRCHASE SPACE ,,AS _. MICR3FZu
8300.0825 523.3.1 / 10-10-78 34
NONE
PROVIDE ABIIITIONAL FUNBS HTC
8300,0826 115.2 / i0-i_-,8 17
NONE
REF'AIR BATAGRAF'HIX TERMINAL
8300.0829 i15.__ / 10-13-78 4
NONE
q'_+ F'RINTERLINE F'RINTER RIBBON iN H
8300.0833 115.2 / 10-30-78 20
NONE





,,..,... ........................ . .... __________________________________________________________________________________________
NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER: RJK
SUBJFCT TYP[ILETT_R NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE DATE-CODE
REFERENCIb DOCUMfNTS
_ittiQtitttittta_tti_Qt_Qt_i_QtjtitittitiiittittttQiei_ttttQitiQttQQ_tt_titttiio_QtR_Q_iQQtQQQItioQiQQQ_itiiQQQQiQQD_QiQQiQQQQ_
1,PREPARE OPERATING INSTRUCTIO PROGRAMMER MANUAL ANALYSIS II 8300,0805 115.2 I 8 378 31
NONE
2.MAINTENANCE SERVICE COMPUTER [OUIPMENT ONE-YEAR CONTRACT 8300.0815 115e2 I 91878 S2
NON[
3,TZRMINAL RIBBONS SPADS PRINTER 8300,0816 115,2 I 91878 S3
NONE
4.PURCHASE SPACE MASTER MICROFICHE READER PRINTER 102610 8300.0825 523.3.1 I _O_|TI
NONE
o_
O_ 5,PROVIDE ADDITIONAL FUNDS HTC B300,0826 115e2 # _0_|?_ _?I
NONE
&°REPAIR DATAGRAPHIX TERMINAL B300,0829 115,2 I 1813T8 _
NONE






WHO TO: REW, W. E.
SUBJECT
TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
_: REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 7:
F'ROPOSED MODIFICATI 2 ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL SUPPORT
MEMO #454 652.6.1.8 / 8-30-78 7
CSD PRO 78-8062
F'ROF'OSED MODIFICATION MANUFACTURING NOZZLE INSERT BILLETS
MEMO #455 621.6 / 9- 8-78 30
NONE
TASK-ASSGN #5 ADDITIONAL EFFORT F'ERIOD PERFORMANCE EXTENSION
MEMO #456 648.5.1 / 9-12-78 16
NONE
L-68203A HAAF' STORAGE FACILITIES ROCKET MOTORS REQ-EXTEN
MEMO #457 1830 / 9-19-7E_ i7
NONE
REVISED PROPOSAL CASTOR-IIA ROCKET MOTORS ASSOCIATED EFFORT
MEMO #458 &83.6.1.8 / 9-19-78 18
VIgOOO/8NAS-328
PROCUREMENT ADDITIONAL ALTAIR-ill ROCKET MOTOR
MEMO @4_ _ _= 6.1.8 ,°
-- ..... " 9-20-78 24
VIgOOOiSNAS-327
,,_OU_ GLIIDNACE SYSTEM
MEMO #460 681.6.1.8 / 9-20-78 25
2-65000/8L-I13






.. .............. . .... ...... ............. '''''_':_: .... _.._.._..............1...............................................
mnu luI
_rM9 io LO
SUhJFCT TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTER CODE DATE-COO(
R[Frk[hLI() t_(J_LiMrNIS
_____t_t__it__i_td_______i_it___8____it________t_i_tt__t__ti__t________ti___________it___ti___t________________________i_______
l,PR(IPOSIr) M()(_IFICATI 2 ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL SUPPORT MEMO g454 &520601e8 I 83078 7
C%D PR¢_ 7_-R0(,2
2,PHOPO_IU MODIFICAT[ON MANUFACTURING NOZZLE INSERT BILLETS MEMO #q55 621.6 I 9 ITO 38
NfJNI
3oTASK-A_GN #5 ADDXT]ONAL [FFORT PERIOD PERFORMANCE EXTENSION HERO 1456 648o5.1 l 9[278 11
N()NL
4,L-_B203A tIAAP STORAGE FACILIT[tS ROCKET MOTORS REQ-EXTEN HERO 1€57 1830 i 91978 17
N_NE
m 5,R[VI_[I) PROPOSAL CASTOR-I]A kOCKfT HOTORS ASSOCIATED EFFORT MEHO 1_58 683,6,1e8 / 91978.11
o'_ VIqOOOIRNAS-328CO
I
6,PROCURIH[NT ADDIT]ONAL ALTAIR-If[ ROCKET ROTOR MEND m459 &O3,&,le8 I gaOT| 24
VI9OOO/RNAS-327
7oSCOUT GU]DNAC[ STSTEH HERO 1460 &81e6ele8 / 9|07| 25
2-6500D/OL')13
FIGURE7.1.2.6




>;: DOCUMENT I]ATE: 11- 0-78SUBJECT
W
TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT "DATE-CODE
,_ R-F'FERENCED DOC'UMENTS
)K•_X,'K,_.)K_ _....._---_._:_)_.__.,,_...-_-_.,.-.._,-_._,___.__)K_,_._,_._.._,._,)K)K_._ ,'K) .._,)_;_•_;K_W_:_)KW_ _ _"W:_>K_.'._,)K_ )K_}K_,:_W_ ,_._
SCOUT PROJECT MANAGEFiENT REF'OF'T
REPORT 576 / 11- 7-78 13NONE
FLIGHT PROJECTS DIRECT MANPOWER
REPORT 540'.1 / 11-21-78- 18NONE
RESOURCES AUTHORITY WARRANT LRC-MSO PERSONNEL VAFB FY-1979
R. A° W° FORM506A 509.2 / Ii-29-'78 19NONE
THERE ARE _ -,_=-..--_





.............. . ...... . ...... _______________._____________________._________._________________.__..______________________jeo
OOCUH[NT DATE= "7811-0
_U_J[CT TYPEIL[TTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEm COD[ DATE-CODE
k_FER[N_| _ lJOCUH[_S tttttttttttttttttttttttttttettttt
_m_mmm_t_m_mm_mtm_m_m_mmmm_mmm_t_mm_mm_ttmm_m_t_m_mtm_mmmm_mt_m1m_m_mmtttm
1,SCOUT PROJLCr MANAG(.M[NT RLPORT REPORT 576 I 11 778 13
NON[
2.FLIGHT PROJECTS DIRECT MANPOMER REPORT 540.1 I 1121TB IB
NON£










CONTRACT NUMBER: NASl-151OO ;
SUBJECT
TYF'E/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE ;
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
TRANSMITTAL E0-51158 (EGSE) REL-SF'EC 305-459 APPROVAL
2-94000/8L-4190. 682.4.2 / 11- 2-78 14"
NONE
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT REFLECTING EXF'ENDITURES THROUGH i0/i/78
O_2-65000/8L-150 6_.Ii.5 / 11- 2-78 19
NONE
TASK-R-120 ALGOL-IIC MOTOR.SHELF-LIFE EXTENSION FLIGHT WORTHINESS
SL-3660/AAO 682/R / 11- 2-78 5
NONE
TASK-R-18 APPROVAL SE_-4_,8 STORAGE BASE-IO F'CM-SIGNAL CONDITIONING
_-44_/CSL _n____., / 11- _- 78 7
2-94000/8L-4117
TASK-R-90 APPROVAL TASK SUMMARY BURST COUPON TEST
S-4425/DEG 682.5.1 / 11- 2-78 8
2-94000/8L-4140 "
TASK-R-44 APPROVAL THIOKOL ANTARES III DOCUMENT TEST-PLAN
S-4426!DEG. 682.15._ / 11- 2-78
2-94000/8L_4139
TASK-R-oO APPROVAL 23DIR2071 RESULTS BuRsT COUPON TESTS
S-4427iDEG 302.2 / ii- 2-78 10
2-94000/8L-4136






SUBdrCT TYPEIL[TT[R NUHBER FILE SYST[N COO[ OAT[-COD(REF[RENCf/J _()¢UPlhTS
_i_Q_o_D_RI_t_tt_t_I_i_oQ_I_o_QttQ_ooi_toi_R_o_tit_o_ii0to_iiitt_QtI_QQIQoiioQQQ_tiRQ_QQQQQQ_QQtQQ_QOiQQQt_QQQ0
I.TRA_SHJ11AL FO-SIIS_ |[GS[) REL-SPTC _05-q59 APPkOVAL 2-9_O0018L-q)90 682eq.2 / 11 27| lqNONE
2.FINANCIAL HANAbLHENT REPORT REFLECTING EXPENDITUR£S THROUGH 1011/7B 2-6500018L-150 &B2.11.5 I 11 278 19NONL
3.TASK-R-1_O ALGOL-IIC HO10R SHELF-LIFE EXTENSION FLIGHT VORTHINESS SL-36601AAO 6B21R I 11 270 5NONE
4.TASK-R-Zb APPROVAL SE]-4278 STORAGE BASE-IO PCN-SIGNAL CONDZTION[NG S-44221CSL 302o7 I 11 270 7
2-940001PL-4)17I
,j
/1_ 5°TASK-R-90 APPROVAL TASK SUHHARY BURST COUPON TEST S-442510EG 682°5e1 I |1 IT| 0
2-94000/_L-4140
&eTASK-R-44 APPROVAL THIOKOL ANTARES Z]] OOCUMENT TEST-PLAN S-q426/DEG 682°15e3 / 11 |T| 92-gqooo/_L-4139






)K W.A. NUMBER/IB CODE:. 3525 )K
:_ SUBJECT _K
W( TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE )K
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
- "3TRANSMITTAL SOF"-INTERIM CHANGES ICN_-I-_O_
.2-94000/8L-4214 / 11- 8-78 2
NONE
GIBEF' ALERT STATUS WORK SHEETS REVISED PAGES ONLY
2-94000/8L-4215 / II- 8-78 3
NONE
23DIR2001 PRE-FLIGHT SEQUENCE EVENTS GUIDANCE PROGRAM S-202C
94000/8L-4216 302." / 11- 8-78 4
NONE
CHANGE REQUEST MONTHLY STATUS REF'ORT ENDING 10/31/78
2"94000/8L-4218 / 11- 9-78 6
NONE
TRANSMITTAL DE0-50733 (ELEC) AGNST-DWG 23-002085 REV-Y
2-94000,"SL-4" -'i°, 681 _'_ / II- 9-78 7
NONE
SEI-4127 25-SERIES E-SECTION PRE-SHIPPING SPECIAL INSF'ECTION 10/27/78
2-94000/8L-4220 302.7 / Ii- 9-78 8
N(]NE
2-94000 8R-26 SEMI-MONTHLY NARRATIVE STATUS PRESENTATION
2-94000/8L-4165 &81,11.1 / ii- 9-78 13
NONE
TIdERE AF,E 7 DOCUMEt_]_,,,-_WITH A W.A. NUMBERiI]'_, CODE OF 3525
FIGURE7.1.2.11 -
-73-




W,A. NUMBER/IO CODE: 3525
SUBJECT TYPEILETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM COO[ DAT[-COD[
RTFFRENCi[, [JOCUHFNIS
I.IHANSMITTAL _OP-INT[RIM CHANGES 1CN_-1-202 2-9400018L-_214 l 11 878
NONtT
2.GIUIP ALIkT STATUS WORK SHEllS REVISED PAGES ONLY 2-940001BL-4215 I 11 878
NDNF
3,23D|R2001 PRE-FLIGHT SEQUENCE EVENTS GUIDANCE PROGRAM S-202C 2-9_00018L-4216 302,2 I 11 B?8 4
NONY
_.CMANG[ RLGUEST MONTHLY STATUS REPORT ENDING 10131178 2-940001BL-421B / 11 _TB 6
NONTI
-,,j
i_ 5.TRANSMITTAL DEU-50733 (ELEC) AGNST-DMG 23-002085 REV-Y 2-9_00018L-4219 681.22 I 11 _78 ?
NONE
6.SE1-_127 25-SERIES E-SECTION PRE-SHIPPING SPECIAL INSPECTION 10127/78 2-940001BL-_220 302,7 I 11 978 .8
NONE






AUTHOR/SOURCE: KEYNTON, R. J.
SUBJECT
TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE ;
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
PURCHASE ORDER-SCOU ANALYSIS II-FINAN REPORTING PROGRAM WYLE-LAB
MEMO 115.2 / 8- 3-78 II
NONE
SELECTION MICROFICHE READER PRINTER SFO
_EMO 535.7 I 10-10-78 29
NONE
FLIGHT SCOUT S-201C HCMM
MEMO 131-201 / 10-17-78 ii
AWARD PLAN 71277
TASK-D LATE SUBMISSION S-201EINAL FLIGHT REFORT
S-42_8/RJN 131-201 / 8-30-78 I0
2-94000/8T-152
TASK-D AFF'ROVAL S-201 FINAL FLIGHT REPORT
S-4356!RJK 131-201 / 10-16-78 3
2"94000/8L-4024






.._........ ..... ..... ........... ..... ................................._......°....._....._....._...".........................
AUTHOR/SOURCE KEYNTON, R. J.
SUBJECT TYPE/LETTER NUHBER FILE SYSTEM COD[ DATE-CODE
REFERENCED b_LUPENTS
Qtt_ttitotttt_tita_totot_tttttiotm_iQ_ttt_ttot_I_Q_iti_ttt_t_t_t_to_t_Q_O_t_Q_Q_I_O_t_Q_QQQQQQoQQ__
1,PUkCHAE/ ORbLR-SCOU ANALYSIS II-FINAN REPORTING PROGRAM HYLE-LAB HERO 115e2 / 8 _78 _1
NONE
2.SELECTIGN MICROFICHE READER PRINTER SPO HERO 535.7 I 101078 _
NONE
3.FLIGHT SCOUT S-201C HCMM NErO 131-201 / 101778 11
AUARO PLAN 71277
4.TASK-G LATE SUBMISSION S-201 FINAL FLIGHT REPORT S-_2381RJK 131-2/01 # 8_078 10
2-_000/81-152i






DOCUMENT/LETTER NUMBER: 2-94000/8L-4270 ,
SUBJECT
TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
TASK SUMMARY SAGE SF_CECRAFT RELATED EFFORT ii/21/78
2-94000/8L-4270 _82.5.1 / 11-27-78 13
NONE .





...... . .......... .. ..................... _:_:_:::;::;:_*:_::_:_:':*:_'*_:*______
UU_UM[ N/ILt / /_ff _UM_LK _ _qUUUI_L_4_U
_Ut_JECT TYPEIL[TT[R NUflB[R- FILE SYSTEH COD[ DATE-CODE
_FF[R[NCI+I_ [)UCLJY[ NT S
_i____i_____t_i________












TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
NASA-DEFENSE PURCHASE REOUEST 11-BRISTOL SEVEN-DAY TEMPERATURE RECORDING
L-68203A 800.1 / 10-31-78 17
NONE
NASA-DEFENSE F'URCHASE REQUEST RANGE SERVICE FY-1979
L-86492A 800.I / 10-31-78 18
NONE
NASA-DEFENSE PURCHASE REQUEST MAGSAT RANGE SERVICE FY-1979
L-86_93A 800.1 / 10-31-78 19
NONE
NASA-DEFENSE F'URCHASE REQUEST FUNDING FY_1979 UTILITY RE@UIREMENTS
L-86494A 800.i / 10-31-78 20
NONE




• 12: 51 11130178
_tQ_tttttt_Q_*_t_otit_itmtIi_ttt_ttQttttotti_tttitttmteIttQotittto_ttttttttti_ttttt_iiiotiitiiQ_QiQitQtQQiQQioQQ__
INPUT DATE: 10-31-78
LIJI,J_CT TYPEILETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE DATE'CODE
_LF[RENL'L|' L_L)LLIFt_NTS
I,NA_.A-bLtl f_S[ PURCHASE R_QUFST II-URISTOL SEVFN-DAY TEMPERATURE RECORDING L-68203A 800e1 I 10317_ _NONE
2.NA%A-DIFINS[ PURCHASE REQUEST RANG[ SERV[CE FY-1979 L-86492A 800.1 I 10_17B _8
NON[
3,NASA-DIFiNS[ PURCHASE REQUEST HAGSAT RANGE SERVICE FY-1979 L-86_93A 800.1 I _03178" _NONE
I






, SUBJECT: WFC INCORF'ORAT *
, SUBJECT *
TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE'
REFERENCEBDOCUMENTS
WFC INCORF'ORATION E0-51380 S-202
TWX $20_8 .131-202 / 11-22-78 2
NONE
WFC INCORPORATION SEI&EO S-202
TWX #2087 131-202 / 11-22-78 3
NONE
WFC INCORPORATION E0-50655 S-202
TWX :_2096 131-202 / 11-22-78 4
NONE
WFC INCORPORATION E0-50200 50201 51_98 0N-S-202






...... .......... ......... .... ....... .... ............. ............. ........ .....................................................
SUBJECT: WFC INCORPORAT
_,UBJLC1 TYPE/LETTER NUHBER FILE SYSTEN CODE DATE-CODE
HEFIRENE[I: I)UILIMI NIS
eoem_aeQtQoeo_oeI_t_Qe_e_eI_ItIItttt*eQ_QeotetQoeot_ttt_*oteetmtt_tetQ*tteetQe_etOtttttetQIitttttteotttQ_eeeQtiiiQeioeiQeeQtitQ
Z.wFc INCORPORATION E0-51380 S-202. TUX _2080 131-202 .I 11E=78 2
NONE
2,WFC INCORPORATION SFI&EO S-202 TUX 12087 131-202 I 112278 3
NONE
3,WFC INCORPORATION EO-50&55 S-202 TUX #2096, 131-202 I 11227.8 q
NONE








, MAIL STATUS: VC
, SUBJECT
, TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE #
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS W
TASK-R-121 ALTAIR IlIA EXIT CONE INVESTIGATION i.
TWX 682/R / '11-"-1L78 1
NONE
MAGSAT HEATSHIELD CLEARANCE
S-4367/LRT 243.3 / Ii- 1-78 2
NONE
L-68203A SHIPMENT ALGOL-II ROCKET MOTORS
S-4423/PEE 1830 / Ii- 1-78 3
NONE
TASK-R-45 ANTARES III-CASE STRUCTURAL TEST
S-4424iEEH 682//R / ii- 1-78 4
2-51100/8R-23063
TRANSMITTAL VOUGHT WORK AUTHORIZATIONS
2-94000/8L-4185 / ii- 1-78 5
NONE
TASK-R-18E PCM TELEMETRY PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT
SL-3654/AAO 682/R / 11- 1-78 11
SL-3716!AAO 2-94000/8T-181 2-94000/8T-171
VC!VAFB OF'ERATIONS DALLY WORK SCHEDULE 11/1/78
TWX 403.9 / i!- 1-78 16
NONE







_,UI_JICI TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE $YSTEN CODE DATE-COOl
_rFIHEtJ('|l' I]U_UM|NT%
I.TA:,K-k-I.'I ALIAIR IliA [XII CONI INV|.STIGATION TWX 682/R I 11 178 |NON[
2.HA(,SA1 H_AISHIELD CLEARANCE S-¢36TILRT 243.3 / 1! 178NI)N[
3.L-h_20_A SHIPMENT ALGOL-I! ROCKET MOIORS S-_4231PEE 1830 I 11 |78NONE•
I
CO
4::. 4oTASK-R-_,_ ANTARES III-CASE STRUCIURAL TEST S-_42_IEEH 6821/R I _1 171 4I 2-%11001_R-23063
_°TRANSHITIAL VOUGHT WORK AUTHORIZATIONS 2-9400018L-qlB5 I 11 178 SNONE
6.TASK-_-I_E PCN TELENETRY PACKAGt Of VELOPMENT SL-3654/AAO 6B2/R / || |_ _&
_L-3716/AAO 2-9400018T-IHI 2"9_0001_T-)71





X_ ACTION DUE DATE
SUBJECT
._:.TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INF'UT DATE-COT_E
_: AUTHOR / SOURCE RESF'ONSIBLE ENGINEER DUE BATE
_ TRANSMITTAL VOUGHT-SOP MARK-UF'S _M818-15 F'ROCEBURE #6-3-I_
_.............." 409.1 / ii- 9-78 5
HORNE, R.C. TLO 12- 4-78
23DIRI996 F'RE-FLIGHT WEIGHT REPORT S-202 F'AYLOAD SAGE
2-9400C,/8L-4227 302. _ / 11-15-78 _
URASH, R.G. RJK 12-11-78
23DIR2079 F'RE-FLIGHT WIND RESTRICTIONS S-202-SAGE MISSION 11/6/78
2-94000/8L-4228. 302.._ / 11-15-78 3
URASH, R. G. RJK 12-11-78
23DIR2080 F'RE-FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM SETTINGS HYDROGEN F'EROXIDE
o-940_rX8L-4_9 302.2 _ I_-15-78
URASH,. R.G. RJK in_-11-78
TRANSMITTAL E0-51169 (GUID) REL-SF'ECS APPROVAL
2-94000/8L-4233 681 4 / iI-I_-78
HORNE, R. C. DMF 12-11-78
- i_-SCUI , SYSTEMS R_IIITECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
2-65000/8T-3 682/R-120 / 11-16-78 5
URASH, R. G. JVC ii-30-78
E0-51.._7 (R']S) F.,EL-_.FE_,304-600A AMEND@-.- FOR APPROVAL
1-,,, 62-94000.'8L-4243 681 •4 •1 / 11 -_.'_"_
. HORNE, R. C. TLO 12-11-78
3-1oOv,.,"SR 240 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT PLAN 11/1/78
2-94000/8L _ _ ._-4-4. 681 _ / 11-21-78 7
LIRASH, F:_ G. CWW 12-12-78
E0-5!377 (PROF') AGNST-DWGS FOR APPROVAL
2-94000/SL-4247 681 ._.._'_ / 11-21-78 9
HORNE, R. C. RF'F' 1_._-12-78
TASI(-FLAN ,_G_T SF'F:'CECRAFTRELATED EFFORT
_-94000./8L-4256 6o_.5.1 II -_-_° 15
HORNE, R. • TLO 12-15-78
TRANSMITTAL EO'S-AGNST DRAWING FOR APPROVAL
2-94¢,00/8L-4260 682.22 / 11-27-78 8







RUOdECT TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTCH CODE OATS-CODE
AUTHOR I SOURC[ RFSPONSIUL[ ENGINEER OAT(-DU[
eQQQQQ0Qe0eQQQoQQQQOQee0_e_e_e__e_e_e_eee_eee_e_e_#_e_eee_e_e_e_e_e_ee_e_e_eee_e__
|eTRANSNXTTAL VOUGHT'SOP HARK-UPS |K818-15 PROCEDURE 16-3-13 2-q_ooO/GL-q217 409,1 / 11 976 5
HORNEe Re Co 1LO 12 476
|Q2_DIRISO& PR[-FLXGHT MEIGHT REPORT S-20_ PAYLOAD SAGE _-_000/8L-4227 302.2 I 11_57_ 2
_ASHe Re G, RJK 121176
302501R|079 PRE-FLXGHT MIND RESTRICTIONS S-202-SAG[ HISSION 11/_176 2-OqOOO/BL-422R 302.2 I 111578 3
URASNe Re De RJ_ 121178
_e|SOXR_080 PR[-FL|GHT CONTROL SYSTEH SETTINGS HYOROG[N PEROXIDE 2-9_000/8L-4229 302.2 / 111570 •
CO URASHo Re _e RJK 12_178
I
StTRAN|flXTTAL (O-511&g (GU_D) REL-SPECS APPROVAL 2-9_000/8L-4233 &01.4 / 1|1576 5
'HORN(o Re Ce DMF _21178
_rlpt_OUT |YST[N| R&O TECHNZCAL NANAGERENT 2-65000/87-3 &O21R-120 / 111&78 5
U/IAiHe Re Oe JVC 113078
_hel[e'S_|S7 (RE|) R[L'|P(€ |04-GOOA AHENDI2 FOR APPROVAL 2-94000/8L-4243 _81.4.1 0 _1|1711 6
IqlflN[e Re Co TLO 121278.
l_$-150OOISR |•0 €IH_|GURATION RANAGEHENT PLAN 1111178 2-_40001BL-4245 681,22 I '- 11_178 T
U_ARHo Ro R, CMM 121270
1hp_0"_1377 (PROP) AONBT°OMBS FOR APPROVAL 2-OqOOOIBL-q247 681.22 / 112178
144_N[0 Re C, RPP 121270
|OeTASK-PLAN NAGSA7 |PPCECRAFT RELATED EFFORT 2-q400018L-4258 682.5.1 / 112278 15
HORNED R, , TLO 121578
11eTRANSRITTAL [OOS-AGNST DRAYING FOR APPROVAL 2-_qOOOI8L-_2_O 682,22 / 112778 O





7.2.1 SEARCHMODE FOR DIR
Outputsresultingfrom the SEARCHMODEare a speciallistingof
documentrecordsfoundcontaininga desireddataitem. Theseoutputsare
printedon the userterminaland on the highspeedprinter. All outputs
are identicalregardlessof wherethe recordsare displayed.All outputs






SCCUT TRAJECTORY DATA ILLUSTRATI QUATERNION 6UIDANCE EFFECTS
(_) PIR!REFORT NUMBER (£} REVISION
2501F1992 REV A











=F'ELZ_INAR WEIGHT DATA ADVANCED SCOUT CONFIGURAT
(2} DIE/REPORT NUF_SER (8) REVISION
25DIEiOg_
(3) DOCU_'ENT DATE {9) REVISION DATE
E-!9-7C O- O- O
(_) SYSTEP
_LCH










ordersubfilemay resultduringtwo modes: INPUTand SEARCH.
7.3.1 INPUTMUDE FOR DRAWING/E.O.
Uutputresultingfrom the INPUTMODE is a specialmessagedisplayed
on the user terminalregardingthe statusof a particulardrawingsheet.
This occurswhileinputtinga new engineeringorderon a drawingsheet. If
the sheethasthreeor more E.O.'salreadyassigned,one of threepossible






WARNING!!! SHEET_ 2. 0 FOR DRAWING 23 000087
NOW HAS FOUR E.O.'S
MESSAGE#2
ATTENTION!!! SHEET# 2, 0 FOR DRAWING 23 000087
NOW HAS THE HAXIHUM ALLOWABLE OF FIVE E°O.'S
MESSAGE #3
ATTENTION!!! IMPORTANT!!!. REVISION PASTDUE!! IMMEDIATE ACTION REOUIRED!!




Outputs resulting from the SEARCHMODEare a special listing
of drawing or drawing related records found containing a desired data
item. Theseoutputs are printed on the user terminal and on the high speed
printer. All printeroutputscontaina headerindicatingthe data Item being
searchedand a descriptionof the otherdata itemsto be displayed.All
drawingterminaloutputsare displayedthe sameway with no headersusing
two options: Briefand Complete.The briefoutputonly liststhe E.O.'sfor
a drawingsheetwhereasthe completeoutputalsogivesadditionalinformationabout
each E.O. See Figure7.3.2.1for briefsample. See Figure7.3.2.2for complete
sample. Terminaloutputsfor engineeringordersearchesvary in the displayof
one field,VEHICLENUMBER(S).The PRINTALL and E.O.numbersearchesdo display
the vehiclenumber. See Figure7.3.Z.3. The E.O.vehiclesearchdoesnot display
the vehiclenumberbecauseit does not needto be repeated. See Figure7.3.2.4.
The highspeedprinterdrawingoutputalso has the sametwo
options: Briefand Complete, Figure7.3.2.5exhibitsa drawingtitlesearch
with tbe briefoptionand Figure7.3.2.6showsthe samesearchwith the complete
option. Figures7.3.2.7through7.3.2.15showall otherprinteroutputsusing
the briefoption.
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ARCHIVE To save or put away data no longer needed or used
DATABASE A collectionor set of datafiles;records.
DATAITEM A subdivision of a data record; for example, author and
contract numberare data items or fields of a memorecord.
DIR Design Information Release
EGS Electrical ground support equipment
ELEC Electrical
E.O. Engineering Order
FIELDS See Data Item
FILE Storagearea to place and keep data for later use
FORTRAN Special language used to give instructions to the computer
GSE Ground support equipment
GUID Guidance
-II0-
HOUSEKEEPING Processby whichthe computerperformsprograminstructions




INPUT To placedata intoa file
LOGIN Userprocessof beingidentifiedto the computerfor
furtheroperation
MECH Mechanical
MESSAGE A specialnotedisplayedon the terminalto the userby
the computerprogram
MGS Mechanicalground supportequipment
MODE A typeof task for a specificjob.
oUTPUT To showor displaydata
PERF Performance
- PRINTOUT A speciallistingof data providedto the user by the
computer for later referenceor use.
PROP Propulsion
-Ill-
RECORD A subdivisionof a fileconsistingof a set of data
items from a document.
•REVISE To changeormodify data.
RF Radiofrequencyfor telemetrysystem
SEARCH To find or locate a specificset of data; records,
SOFTWARE A groupor set of fixedcomputerinstructionsdesigned
to performspecialtasks
SOP Standard operating procedure
SPADS Scout ProjectAutomaticData System
SPO ScoutProjectOffice
SPOOLED Processby whichthe computertransfersa specialoutput
fileto the printerfor a printout.
SUBFILE A part or subdivisionof a file
TERMINAL A device with typewriter keys used to co_nunicate
with the computer.
USER Any personinitiatinginteractionwith the computer
W.A. Workauthorization.
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